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
Abstract
From 1.4 million hadronic Z decays collected by the ALEPH detector at LEP,
an enriched sample of Z! cc events is extracted by requiring the presence of a
high momentum D

. The charm quark forward-backward charge asymmetry
at the Z pole is measured to be A
0;c
FB
= (8:0  2:4)% corresponding to an
eective electroweak mixing angle of sin
2

e
W
= 0:2302  0:0054.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction
The existence of both vector and axial contributions to the coupling of the Z boson to
fermions leads to the prediction of a forward-backward charge asymmetry (denoted A
f
FB
)
in the production of fermion pairs

ff . In the Standard Model, the dierential cross-
section, expressed as a function of the angle  between the outgoing fermion and the
incoming electron directions, is :
d
d cos
/ (1 + cos
2
 +
8
3
A
f
FB
 cos) :
At the Z pole, for unpolarized e
+
e
 
beams, the asymmetry term in the Born approx-
imation is related to the eective couplings through the expression :
A
0;f
FB
=
3
4
2g
Ve
g
Ae
(g
2
Ve
+ g
2
Ae
)
2g
Vf
g
Af
(g
2
Vf
+ g
2
Af
)
: (1)
Therefore, the measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry for each produced fermion
type constitutes an important test of the Standard Model. In this paper, a measurement
of the asymmetry in charm quark production and the corresponding electroweak mixing
angle sin
2

e
W
is described.
Decays of the Z into D

mesons produced in the Z ! qq process are used to tag
charm and beauty quarks. Essentially all charmed mesons are expected to be produced
either directly from the hadronization of charm quarks in the process Z ! cc or from
the decay of b hadrons produced in Z! bb events, with approximately equal rates. The
selection of high momentum D

candidates removes a large amount of background events
and enriches the charmed-meson sample to a purity of about 80% in D

's originating
from the Z! cc process.
The decay channel D
+
! D
0

+
( the 
+
being labeled 
+
s
hereafter) is used to
select D
+
's. Three D
0
decay channels have been considered (charge-conjugate modes are
implied throughout this paper):
(i) D
0
! K
 

+
;
(ii) D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
;
(iii) D
0
! K
 

+

0
:
This paper is an update of Ref. [1], with statistics increased by more than a factor
of 3 to 1.4 million hadronic Z's collected by the ALEPH detector [2] from 1991 to 1993.
Center-of-mass energies within 1 GeV of the Z peak were used with an average of 91.24
GeV. The channel (iii) is selected dierently, the 
0
not being directly used in the D
0
reconstruction. The D
0
's containing a soft 
0
originating mainly from a 
+
decay are
tagged in a way which makes use of the kinematics of this decay. This new selection
increases the number of selected D
0
! K
 

+

0
by a factor of 2.
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2 Selection of the D
+
Decays
Hadronic Z's are selected as described in [1]. The channels D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+
and D
+
!

+
s
K
 

+

+

 
are reconstructed as follows. The invariant mass of a system combining 2
tracks (D
0
! K
 

+
) or 4 tracks (D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
) with relevant mass assignments is
required to be within 30 MeV/c
2
of the D
0
mass. This is equivalent to roughly 2 standard
deviations of the invariant mass resolution. A low momentum pion (P

+
s
< 4:2 GeV=c)
is added to the system and a D
+
candidate is kept if M = M

+
s
D
0
 M
D
0
satises
143:5 MeV=c
2
< M < 147:5 MeV=c
2
. A cut X
E
= E
D
+
=E
beam
greater than 0.5 is
imposed to enrich the sample in charm events against b decays and other backgrounds.
The scalar nature of the D
0
is exploited in order to remove a large fraction of the
remaining background by requiring j cos 

j  0:8, where 

is the angle between the
K track (D
0
! K
 

+
case) or the sphericity axis of the four decay products (D
0
!
K
 

+

+

 
case) and the D
0
direction, in the D
0
rest frame.
The background behaviour is reproduced by selecting fake D
0
candidates in a mass
range above the D
0
mass from 2.00 GeV/c
2
to 2.26 GeV/c
2
, which pass the other se-
lection criteria. For the D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+
channel, the background mass-dierence spec-
trum is normalized to the data upper side spectrum (M > 160 MeV/c
2
), giving an
estimate of the number of background events in the selected M region (Fig. 1). In
the D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+

+

 
channel, the experimental spectrum has an additional con-
tribution due to a K
 
/
 
inversion in the D
0
or coming from partially reconstructed
D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
, where one of the four D
0
tracks is taken from the combinatorial back-
ground. This additional contribution gives a tail in the upper side of the mass-dierence
spectrum and forms a broad enhancement in the region of the D

peak, leading to a double
counting of events containing a D

. These partially reconstructed events allow a correct
estimation of the quark direction, just as well as fully reconstructed D
0
! K
 

+

+

 
contribution. The number of background events for this channel is derived from a t of
the experimental spectrum (g. 2) with two contributions, one for the D

signal and the
second for the pure combinatorial background, the shape of these two contributions being
given by the Monte-Carlo simulation. Finally, for each event, only the candidate with the
mass closest to the D
0
mass is kept. This further selection criterion reduces the signal
sample by (181)%. The selection leads to samples containing 102233 D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+
and 2035  68 D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+

+

 
.
The D
0
's from D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+

0
are not fully reconstructed. Leaving out the 
0
,
the D
0
is selected by requiring a K invariant mass in the range from 1.5 GeV/c
2
to 1.7
GeV/c
2
, populated mainly by the D
0
! K
 

+
contribution to the D
0
! K
 

+

0
channel,
with the 
0
emitted backward with respect to the  ight direction. The selection is the
same as that of D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+
channel, except that the X
E
cut is lowered to 0.42 and
the range for M is enlarged to the interval 141 MeV=c
2
< M < 152 MeV=c
2
, to
take into account the 4-momentum carried by the 
0
. The mass-dierence distribution is
shown in Fig. 3. The contribution from background events in the selected signal region is
evaluated in the same way as for the D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+
channel, from fake D
0
candidates in
a mass window above the D
0
mass. This selection leads to a sample containing 2439 73
D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+

0
. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the three samples available for
6
the asymmetry measurement.
channel candidates D

signal
D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+
1068 1022  33
D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+

+

 
3542 2035  68
D
+
! 
+
s
K
 

+

0
3940 2439  73
Table 1: Summary table for the three channels used in the asymmetry measurement. The
error is the sum in quadrature of the statistical error and the systematic error coming
from the background estimation.
3 Forward-Backward Asymmetry Measurement
The thrust axis is used to dene the production angle 
thrust
of the qq pair with respect to
the e
 
beam axis. It is computed using both charged and neutral particles and oriented
according to the reconstructed D

direction. The charge Q of the D

gives the charm quark
sign and the cosine of the c-quark production angle is estimated by cos  = Q cos
thrust
.
The charm quark asymmetry is extracted from the observed angular distributions by
means of an unbinned maximum likelihood t. For each decay mode, the angular distri-
bution includes three contributions: charm, beauty and background, each of them being
of the form:
(1 + cos
2
 +
8
3
A
FB
 cos ) :
The function is calculated for each D
+
candidate, taking into account the asymmetry
and the proportion of each physical source to the sample. The distributions from the
three samples are considered simultaneously, the sum of the log-likelihood functions being
maximized to obtain the best estimate of the only unknown parameter A
c
FB
. The fraction
of D
+
in each sample is deduced from the mass dierence spectrum (see sect. 2), and the
relative abundance of charm and beauty in the D

signal is taken from the Monte Carlo
with the relative probability for a D

to originate from a beauty rather than a charm
quark set to the measured value
P
b!D

P
c!D

= 0:87
+0:15
 0:13
[1]. This charm purity, which depends
basically on the X
E
cut, is found to be the same in each of the three samples and equal to
(79  3)%. The proportions of each kind of event in the samples are deduced from these
fraction numbers.
The background in the signal region is purely combinatorial and in these events the
asymmetry is expected to be very small. An experimental background asymmetry is
extracted from the D
0
side-band samples. The side-bands include also partially recon-
structed charm decays giving a small positive asymmetry. The measured background
asymmetry A
back
FB
= (1:450:91
(stat)
)% is compatible with these expectations, and is used
in the t with an error of 100% of its value included in the systematic errors.
7
Background normalization 0.22 %
Background asymmetry 0.93 %
b,c relative contribution 0.07 %
b asymmetry 0.29 %

mix
0.16 %

cs
0.08 %
P
syst
1.02 %
Table 2: Sources of systematic errors on the measured asymmetry.
The beauty asymmetry is diluted by B
0
 

B
0
mixing, and by c originating from
b! cW;W ! cs. The eective b asymmetry can be expressed as the true b asymmetry
corrected by two dilution factors depending on parameters 
mix
and 
cs
:
A
b;eff
FB
= A
b
FB
 (1   2
mix
)  (1  2
cs
):
The ALEPH measurement from semileptonic b-decays, corrected from B
0
 

B
0
mixing:
A
b
FB
= (8:1  1:7)% [3], was used to x the b quark asymmetry in the analysis. In the
D

sample, the contributions from B
0
s
and beauty baryons are small, leading to a 
mix
dierent from that for semileptonic b-decays. To evaluate 
mix
in the D

sample, the
World average value 
d
= 0:183  0:017 [5] is used and a value 
s
> 0:4 is derived from
the ALEPH [6] and OPAL [7] limits on B
s
oscillations. The mixing value in the analysed
sample is then deduced to be 
mix
= 0:16  0:04, The b hadrons fractions in b ! D

decays being given by the Monte-carlo simulation.
The decay b ! cW;W ! cs has an expected rate of about 14% [8], and produces
three types of nal states :
(a) b! (cc)X ;
(b) b! D
()
s
X ;
(c) b! D
()
X ;
where the X states do not contain the c from the decay W ! cs. Only decays of type (c)
produce D

states with the wrong sign. The rate of charged D

's in type (c) decays was
evaluated to be (25 25)%; this assumes (50 50)% vector meson production, half on it
in charged states. Using CLEO and ARGUS measurements for decays (a) and (b) [9], an
estimate of 
cs
= 0:025  0:025 is obtained.
The simultaneous t yields:
A
c
FB
= (6:99  2:05(stat:)  1:02(syst:))%
The contributions to systematics are listed in table 2. The dominant error is due to the
background. A change of +1% in the input beauty asymmetry A
b
FB
would result in a
change of  0:17% on A
c
FB
.
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correction
q
(s) 6=M
Z
{ 0.0023
QED initial state + 0.0104
QED nal state + 0.0001
QCD nal state + 0.0023
 exchange { 0.0007
and interference
Table 3: Corrections to the measured c-quark asymmetry.
Figure 4 shows the combined angular distribution after background subtraction and
acceptance corrections, together with the result of the t. Corrections summarized in
table 3 are applied to the measurement to extract the pole asymmetry. The rst correction
arises from the fact that the average centre-of-mass energy is slightly above the Z pole.
The main correction comes from QED initial state contribution which lowers the available
energy, leading to an eect of opposite sign. QED nal state radiation,  exchange and
Z interference give negligible corrections to the asymmetry. No systematic error was
assign to the corrections, which have been calculated using the MIZA program [10] where
QCD nal state correction is estimated from [11], giving:
A
0;c
FB
= (8:0 2:4)%
Finally, expressing the eective couplings as a function of sin
2

e
W
(
1
4
(1  g
Ve
=g
Ae
)[14]) ,
including appropriate c-quark vertex corrections from the Standard Model [10], leads to:
sin
2

e
W
= 0:2302  0:0054.
4 Conclusion
A sample of 5496 D

of which 80% originate from Z ! cc events has been used to
measure the forward-backward asymmetry in charm quark production. The asymmetry
is found to be A
0;c
FB
= (8:0 2:4)%, which is in agreement with results obtained from D

samples by DELPHI [12] and OPAL [13]. The eective electroweak mixing angle resulting
from this measurement sin
2

e
W
= 0:2302  0:0054 is in good agreement with the various
determinations of this quantity performed at LEP [14].
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Mass-dierence distribution, for X
E
(K
s
) > 0:5. The K mass is required
to be between 1.8345 and 1.8945 GeV/c
2
. The background, estimated from the upper
side-band, is shown. The arrows indicate the selection cuts.
Fig. 2. Mass-dierence distribution, for X
E
(K
s
) > 0:5. The K mass is
required to be between 1.8345 and 1.8945 GeV/c
2
and all D
0
candidates are kept. The
pure combinatorial background, estimated as described in the text, is shown. The arrows
indicate the selection cuts.
Fig. 3. Mass-dierence distribution for the channel D
0
! K
 

+

0
, withX
E
(K
s
) >
0:42. The K mass is required to be between 1.5 and 1.7 GeV/c
2
. The background, es-
timated from the side band, is shown. The signal shape predicted by Monte-Carlo is
added, demonstrating that the background size is correctly estimated by the upper side-
band normalization. The arrows indicate the selection cuts.
Fig. 4. Distribution of the signed cosine angle of the thrust axis. The distribu-
tion is corrected for acceptance; the combinatorial background and beauty contributions
are subtracted. A function (solid line) corresponding to the tted charm asymmetry is
superimposed.
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